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Marrick youth hostel was opened on 7th July 1934 in the village schoolhouse, previously left empty, though the
school next door continued to function. Hostel and school coexisted throughout the YHA’s occupancy. The hostel
was being prepared by the time of publication of the 1934 handbook, though details were not given until a
supplement later that year. At first there were beds for 10 men and six women. Accommodation was increased in
1935 to 12 of each, and remained about the same for most of the hostel’s lifetime.

The Marrick hostel stamp dates from 1939 – the year when YHA finally acceded to the craze for
stamping membership cards, already well-established and popular on the continent and in Scotland
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1: a rather grainy printed postcard image of Marrick youth hostel. The schoolroom was the wing to the left,
but the opposite wing and the forward extension made up the former schoolhouse and subsequent youth hostel premises;
2: the 1936 issue of YHA’s Durham and Yorkshire regional guide showed this useful location map; the site of the later
Grinton Lodge youth hostel is towards the lower left margin of the map (author’s collection)

The guide also offered this information:
Mrs Ellerton, White Horse Inn, Marrick, Richmond, Yorks. (Beds 12-13).
7 miles from Richmond, 3½ miles from Reeth, 2½ miles from Downholme Bridge through Marrick Park.
OS 14. Dry stores from Warden. Station Richmond 7 miles.
Bus Richmond/Reeth and Wensleydale services from Downholme Bridge 2½ miles. River bathing.

The school and associated schoolhouse had been built in Victorian times to cater for 40 children. Through the
1920s and 1930s the school register dwindled significantly, but with the outbreak of the Second World War it was
boosted by children evacuated to the village. Like most of its kind, the hostel was greatly affected by the war, for
good and bad. It remained open through 1940, though the men’s dorm was retaken by North Riding Education
Committee in that year. It was available again in 1941, with Mr Wilkinson Senior’s barn used as overflow, and in
1942. It was reduced to 18 beds when the new 1943 season began at Easter.
The Wear Tees and Eskdale region annual report for 1943 advised that Marrick hostel had closed on 30th
September of that year, as it was too cramped.
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For 1944, and thereafter, Marrick disappeared from the handbook and all bednight records ceased. The closure date
remains enigmatic, however, as Mrs E Wanless wrote an enlightening piece about the hostel in YHA News of
November 1992. Her claims to have stayed at the hostel for VE Day 1945 (though she also states that Keld, opened
in 1943, was the only Dales hostel open in the war) and that it closed in 1946 suggest that there may have been
official, though unrecorded, temporary extensions, or some unofficial private use by local enthusiasts outside the
strict regulations of the Association. Such flexibility was uncommon within the tight controls of the YHA, though
no doubt war conditions and local initiative occasionally threw up exceptions, as at East Cowes, Waggoners Wells
and Heol Senni hostels.
Mrs Wanless’s letter reads:
Marrick Hostel was a schoolhouse plus schoolroom in the village of Marrick near Grinton, North Yorkshire in
the Wear, Tees and Eskdale Region (later Border & Dales). Water was obtained in a bucket from either of two
taps situated in different parts of Marrick village. The school toilets (midden) were outside across the
Schoolyard! There were three large bus seats in the living room where we sat by a large fireplace and boiled water
and talked or sang songs from the YHA songbook. We cooked our meals on a primus stove and had oil lamps
and candles for light. Food had to be covered as sometimes mice would scamper round! Coal fires were lit in the
bedrooms in the winter and I remember one cold snowy night getting undressed and putting on my pyjamas and
all my clothes, aired blankets and a hat! We always aired our blankets and straw palliasses by the fires and one
Christmas Jim didn’t bother to dry his blankets and palliasse and we were awakened on Christmas morning by
him singing Glad Tidings of Comfort and Joy – he was sleeping on the wire bed complete with rucksack.
The Wardens of Marrick Hostel lived in the village – first Mrs Ellerton and later Emily Wilkinson and every
year from 1938, even during the war, we had a New Year’s Eve dinner at the Warden’s house. Afterwards we
went to a party/dance in the village hall. One New Year’s day the snow was very deep so we tied cardboard and
brown paper round our legs (before the days of waterproof trousers) and walked in our boots in single file across
the fields stopping at a farmhouse for tea and our sandwiches and singing carols round a piano.
VE day, 8th May 1945, my birthday and two days off work! Elinor and I cycled to Marrick Hostel and stayed two
nights. We went to the church services at Marrick and Grinton – the church bells were ringing for the first time
in 6 years. At night we walked over the fields to Reeth to the celebration, went into the Black Bull Inn and
watched various recitals by the village baker, butcher, grocer etc. We then danced on the village green, with local
people and soldiers, to the tune of Knees up Mother Brown etc and watched an effigy of Hitler sitting on a chair
being burned on a huge bonfire. We finished up with a dance in the village hall and a buffet meal and then
walked back to Marrick. The following night we went to a party at Marske Hall.
Many are the times we have walked from Richmond through Applegarth Woods and via Marske bridge or the
monument to Marrick. We frequently walked from Marrick to Barnard Castle and Askrigg and also to Keld after
1943 – the only hostel open in wartime. In 1946 [sic, actually 1948] Grinton Lodge was bought by YHA and we
moved across the valley [letter from Mrs E Wanless to YHA News, November 1992].

Two photographs of young hostellers provided by Mrs E Wanless for the YHA News article (YHA Archive)

Local resident Mr Dennis Frankland, who attended Marrick School throughout the war, confirms that the hostel
was operating in some form for the entirety of the hostilities. He remembers that hostellers generally arrived in small
numbers – twos and threes. The wardens were well-known village characters. At the schoolhouse, the front room
would almost certainly have served as a snug common room, while behind would have been kitchen space. In the
back yard was a row of simple stone toilet lean-tos, some of which survive. The school closed in 1946; that and the
schoolroom are now two private domestic dwellings.
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Grinton Lodge Youth Hostel

1948 to present

Grinton Lodge, Grinton, Richmond, North Yorkshire DL11 6HS
Historic County:
Yorkshire (North Riding)

YHA Regions: Wear, Tees & Eskdale,
Yorkshire, North

GR: SE 048975

Grinton Lodge youth hostel is a former shooting lodge perched high above Swaledale near Reeth. It consists of a
grade II listed castellated building of complex outline and history, and other outbuildings on a flat piece of land on
the 850 feet contour.
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Two postcards of Grinton Lodge that pre-date the opening of the hostel by about half a century.
1: this postcard has a pencilled date on the reverse – about 1903. It shows the site in its unfinished form. The west wing
featuring the archway can be made out on the right, but the Salthouse and the embellishment of the tower with bay window
and enlarged entrance, all castellated, have yet to be added. There is a track leading through the middle of the site,
past a small functional yard building where the grander Salthouse block was to be built.
The narrower tower towards the right was to serve the boiler and has been truncated somewhat more recently;
2: the south side of Grinton Lodge. The original drawing room / lounge is to the right of the arched doorway, the dining room to
the left and the kitchen further left (the same functions have continued since 1948). Beyond the kitchen was the original
smoking room, later called the music room, used by YHA for a variety of staff and guest uses, and now the guest garden room.
The arched exit led to extensive picturesque lawns with kennels beyond the walled garden. The castellations here may have
been an intermediate development, in keeping with the tower (YHA Archive and author’s collection)

An information board compiled by Karen Griffiths and displayed inside the hostel gives an insight into the complex
history of Grinton Lodge. It is provided by kind permission of the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority:
Although it looks a bit like a castle, the magnificent building which now houses Grinton Lodge youth hostel was
originally built in the 19th century as the centre of a large shooting estate. Its owner was James Fenton of
Doncaster who owned the whole of Grinton Manor estate. In 1816, he enclosed part of Grinton Moor high
above the village for shooting grouse. A year later he built Grinton Lodge, which was actually a fair sized mansion
with outhouses and stables set in gardens and with wonderful views of the surrounding moorland.
James leased the property the same year to Thomas Blackburn Hilyard who occupied it on and off with his
shooting parties for seven years. By 1855, the estate had changed hands twice and belonged to John
Charlesworth Dodgson Esq of Wakefield. At that time the property consisted of ‘the Manor of Grinton with all
moor and waste, moor closes and all that messuage or dwelling house situate and being upon Grinton Moor near
Grinton aforesaid together with the gardens, plantations, stables, coach house, kennels and other out buildings…
all that adjoins the said dwellinghouse… and were taken off and enclosed from the moor called Grinton Moor
upwards of thirty-five years ago by one James Felton [sic] deceased’.
The new Lodge owner was the MP for Wakefield in 1857-59. When he died in 1880, his son Colonel Albany H
Charlesworth JP took over the estate. He had an accident while hunting which left him very disabled. He had
extensive alterations done to Grinton Lodge to allow access with his wheelchair. The family continued to use the
Lodge for shooting parties until the 1940s [corrected], attending Grinton church and supporting local activities.
The Colonel’s son was Aide-de-Camp to Field Marshall Alan Brook [corrected] and died in a plane crash going
to the Yalta Conference. Unfortunately his son, the colonel’s grandson, was killed not long afterwards in an
accident. Following these tragedies, the colonel’s wife, Mrs Charlesworth, sold the estate to a shooting syndicate.
They sold off Grinton Lodge with five acres of land with shooting rights to the Youth Hostels Association for
£5,500 in 1948. Earl Peel now owns the moorland estate around the hostel.
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Three postcards of Grinton Lodge youth hostel – photographed by Lucie Hinson and dating probably from early 1950s.
1: this illustration of the north-east elevation shows well the sharply rising ground from the mill race to the Lodge and
highlights the tower’s prominent position. The Salthouse block is at the centre;
2: this panorama looks to the west from the top of the Salthouse. The outhouses by the road were the original stables;
3: a view north-west, over Upper Swaledale and Healaugh (author’s collection)
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Grinton Lodge today is a complex of buildings constructed around a courtyard on a plateau roughly aligned eastwest. It took its present form gradually, in many stages of expansion, alteration and development. The buildings are
of mix rubble covered with pebbledash and sandstone blocks; most door and window surrounds are ashlar sandstone
in a mixture of classical and gothic styles.
Three versions of the local OS six-inch map indicate some of the chronology of construction here. The 1857 map
shows a small footprint under Dodgson’s ownership: the southern block and the eastern wing were by then the
extent of the Lodge, though it is not clear whether the tower rose up from the eastern elevation from the outset, or
was an addition before 1857. The drive came unimpeded straight from the road into the yard. The 1895 map, under
Charlesworth, puts in place the western wing, with the archway presumed over the drive. The 1914 version shows
the outline much as it is today, with the addition of the Salthouse block to form an almost perfect quadrangle of
buildings, broken only at the north-east corner for the view’s sake. The kennels were in place on all the maps.
To the south of the courtyard is the architecturally rather jumbled central block, of double thickness walls and
valley-roofed, housing the hostel’s main entrance, though this was probably the rear of the property in shooting
lodge days. It is in this block that pre-YHA piecemeal developments display the greatest architectural complexity,
but they add an intriguing interest to the property. The two contiguous rows of buildings here, lined up one behind
the other, are built at different first floor levels. The south face of this valley-roofed block, overlooking the garden,
consists of four distinct parts with a curious mixture of roof-line levels and architectural styles suggesting that all
may not have been built simultaneously.
The principal feature of Grinton Lodge is the three-storey castellated tower at the north-east corner of the broken
quadrangle, where it rears up to give outstanding views over steeply falling ground to the valley of the Swale and to
the small moorland market settlement of Reeth. The later two-storey western wing is pierced by an arched entrance
giving access to the courtyard from the Leyburn road. When built it housed plain servants’ quarters and the gun
room for the shooting lodge. Under YHA, this wing has had a variety of uses and layouts, and has held a bike store, a
schoolroom, hostel staff and latterly guest accommodation. According to map and photographic evidence, the
Salthouse block on the north side of the courtyard was the final main construction at the Lodge. It too occupied a
prominent position over the dale and borrowed the castle-like features of the tower. It housed a garage, still
indicated by partly-timber construction. These premises were of value to the armed forces that used Grinton Lodge
during the Second World War for their heavy vehicles. To the right (east) of the garage was the Salthouse itself, for
salting pigs, then a coal house and at the far eastern end another room used by the Hinson boys as a hobby room.
The youth hostel was acquired in 1948, purchased by YHA freehold for £5,500, with grant aid from the Ministry of
Education. It passed immediately to the YHA Trust, on 4th June 1948. The hostel opened for business within a few
weeks, on 17th July 1948 and, typical of the headlong rush to open hostels after the war, this was a token opening
with just 40 beds, as the full facilities were not yet ready. Considerable structural alterations were completed the
following year to bring the accommodation towards the intended 80, though 72 seems to have been nearer the mark.
Ron and Lucie Hinson wardened the hostel from the outset. Writing for the Reeth and District Gazette in 1998 on
the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the opening of the hostel, Lucie recalled:
On a day at the end of May 1948 my late husband, Ron, our two small sons and myself went to view Grinton
Lodge having been told that the wardens’ job was ours, subject to the signing of the sale contract.
We saw, standing high on the fell side, a rather daunting castle-like building with a central courtyard which
opened up at the NE corner to give a wonderful view of mid-Swaledale. Inside was a bewildering number of
rooms including a big kitchen. Yes, we liked it, but could we run it? Ron said, ‘If others can, we can,’ so we came
to Grinton Lodge on the 30th June 1948, my 37th birthday.
John Lear, the Regional Chairman, came that evening to see that we had arrived safely. (Anne Wilson, the
Regional Secretary, came later). He said that all the equipment would soon arrive to enable us to open for just
thirty because of the inadequacy of the toilet and washing facilities. Major alterations would happen in the
[1949] spring. At the end of July [1948] we opened and met the Darlington YHA sub-group.
On 7th March 1949 came the builders and for almost three months we struggled amidst dust, plaster, stones,
scaffolding and workmen. The few members who came endured it with good grace. Whitsuntide saw the hostel
really open and life for us settled down to a standard pattern.
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Members came, cyclists, walkers, hitch-hikers and the ones who hid their car. Some, especially children, hadn’t
seen a river before or the hills or the wide open moors. That made our job really worthwhile. Unfortunate ones
came in injured or became ill and we had to call the doctor. Some were sent to hospital. Overseas members
occasionally gave us language problems and a lot of laughs. Eventually school parties began to come.
The National YHA Countryside Committee developed the idea of setting up Field Study Centres. Grinton
Lodge became one of the first six to be established in 1967. The whole thing took off, some schools coming year
after year, the students ranging through ‘O’ to ‘A’ level and groups of adults, even one small party of primary
school girls whom I particularly enjoyed.
The weather’s effect on us and the hostel was dramatic at times. Winters, up to the early 1970s, brought heavy
snow over long periods. The hostel was frequently cut off by the snow, sometimes deep enough to need snow
shoes to get down to the village. The long frosts brought frozen, then burst pipes. If the snow melted quickly we
usually escaped the floods because, luckily, as we were high up the fellside, except once when it seemed that all the
melting snow off the moor converged on the hostel with disastrous results. In contrast, in 1949 a falling plane set
fire to the moor. The Fire Brigade came to replenish their watertank and laid out hose pipes attached to our
hydrants in case the wind changed which would put the hostel in danger. It didn’t.

This fine painting by Cyril Stone was for many years displayed in the hostel – scan from the original by Colin Hinson
(YHA Archive)

Though the general room layout was much the same as the old shooting
lodge, the Hinsons developed a busy hostel, with the emphasis increasingly
on school parties. Mr Hinson died in 1965, but Mrs Hinson continued
until her retirement in 1972, after 24 years. 4,000 or so bednights were
recorded each year during this period, though the new provisions for field
studies in 1969 led to even more the following decade. Grinton was one of
the first of a new breed of field studies youth hostels, supported greatly at
this time by an influx of government financial support for the necessary
alterations. Lucie Hinson was interested in the educational importance of
the environment and pioneered the monitoring of rainfall with apparatus
gifted by Leeds University: Grinton became an official precipitationrecording station, in use for many years.
Left: Lucie and Ron Hinson on the croquet lawn at Grinton Lodge
(photograph courtesy Colin Hinson, YHA Archive)

In August 1965 inveterate hosteller and cyclist Pat Packham noted in her Tour of Northern England log :
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The venue of the cycle shed had changed since 1962, now a shed with logs and dust-bins. [The move was from
the double garage to the Game House]. The warden was especially nice. In the common room I was interested to
see bound volumes of Boys’ Own Paper, 1895-96 .

Staff member Dawn Staveley recalled in 2015 how there was a water buffalo’s head in the lounge, nicknamed
Herbert and used to entertain the children. Though put aside in recent developments, it has since been returned to
its prominent position above the fireplace.
Megan and Tom Luckett took charge of the hostel in 1972. Like the Hinsons, they were longstanding wardens in
the Wear, Tees and Eskdale / Borders and Dales region, having served for more than a dozen years at Saltburn and
Keld. Alan and Eileen Moody followed in 1974 and stayed
for four seasons. During the 1970s, Grinton Lodge was
becoming increasingly popular, with annual figures now
reaching into the 6,000s and once topping 7,000.
Right: a postcard view by Photo Precision, from about 1975, of
the eastern elevation of the hostel, taken from the steep ground
below. The bow-windowed bedroom on the left, recently named
the Cogden Room, has magnificent views, as do the luxury
rooms now located in the tower. Below the Cogden Room lies
the main lounge. The middle part contains a small lounge-cumTV room and further bedrooms. On the right is the Salthouse
(YHA Archive)

Val and David Lowson were appointed in January 1978 and more than maintained Grinton Lodge’s astonishing
reputation for the longevity of its wardens; they stayed until a nominal retirement almost thirty years later in
January 2007, though that could not deter them and they went on to run the YHA Enterprise hostel at Alston for
another eight seasons.
Contributing to the same 1998 celebratory press article as Lucie Hinson, the Lowsons wrote:
It looks like we may overtake Lucie’s 25-year ‘stint’ at Grinton Lodge, having passed the 20-year mark in
February this year. Though structurally the building is much the same as when we came in 1978, we have seen
some changes through the years, not least the improvements to our own accommodation and parts of the main
house, after the fire in December 1979. I’m sure Reeth firefighters, former and present, remember the incident as
clearly as we do. Rarely are there such ‘call-outs’ in Swaledale (thankfully) and prompt action from the Reeth,
Richmond and Leyburn crews prevented extensive damage to the main part of the house. The fire was fuelled by
gale force winds, but they managed to contain the flames so only one wing, all but gutted, suffered the most
damage.
That traumatic event may well have bound us to Grinton Lodge and we came to love the place very quickly. As
far as we can predict we shall live and work here until we retire.
It is of course hard work (getting harder as we get older) during the summer months, but the privilege and joy of
living in such a wonderful location outweighs any hardships. Our sons have had a marvelous environment in
which to grow up, albeit with a very disjointed family life, with little routine and privacy but we hope the benefits
have compensated for that. Grinton Lodge is very definitely ‘home’.

One consequence of the fire damage was a more convenient rearrangement of the warden’s quarters so that their
private sitting room was moved from the former smoking room / music room into the tower block.
During the Lowson’s reign hostellers arrived in greater and greater numbers – between 7,000 and 8,000 overnights
in the 1980s and from 8,000 to 9,000 in the 1990s. An educational booklet of 1990 showed how the hostel was set
up for a variety of use; the seventy beds contained in a mix of room types, one nine-bedded, five eight-bedded, a sixbedded, three four-bedded and a three-bedded in its 11 bedrooms.
The old Wear, Tees and Eskdale, later the Border and Dales Region, was one of YHA’s most extreme examples of
that type of amateur enthusiasm in the Association more usually associated with pre-war years. Tribute was paid to
the work of stalwart Harold Thompson by the erection of a Memorial Seat at Grinton Lodge in 1994:
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On Sunday, 10th July, a small but distinguished group of friends met at Grinton Lodge YH to remember Harold
Thompson. His widow, Anne, was presented with a bouquet of flowers at the unveiling of a magnificent pine
seat, situated at the Hostel entrance and paid for by donations to a memorial fund.
Harold was the honorary treasurer of Wear, Tees & Esk and then the old Border & Dales region for over 30
years, also serving on the National Finance Committee. Together with Anne, Harold, while running his own
accountancy business, gave much of his time to supervising the wardening and maintenance of the Hostels in the
region and their joint contribution to YHA cannot be exaggerated. Above all Harold was a gentle man of good
humour and well-respected by all who knew him.

The ground floor was remodelled in 1994. Traditionally, the members’ kitchen had been to the right of the white
door shown on the Pedley postcard. Self-caterers had dined here or crossed the entrance area to eat in an overflow
space, originally the housekeeper’s room and nowadays the self-caterers’ dining area. Beyond that space was the
original butler’s pantry, used by YHA until the 1990s as the catered meals wash-up; awkward steps on the long
corridor had to be negotiated between an old exit off the dining room and the wash-up. The butler’s pantry more
recently became the self-catering kitchen. Prior to 1994 the reception had been a separated corner of the wardens’
kitchen. With the changes, an opening was made from the wardens’ kitchen, through a freezer/ store room and into
the dining room. The scullery became the reception and the steps up from the corridor were blocked off. A new
guest entrance to the dining room was made opposite the lounge, the current arrangement. At this time the drying
room was through the green door in the Pedley picture, and under the archway was an opening into some toilets,
also a door to a staircase and beyond the staircase was the door to the gun room.

Christmas fare 1995 – Val Lowson and assistant Phil Webster serving – photographs by guest Gerald Hardwick, who writes:
A very good Christmas package holiday. The warden led a hike on Christmas day that included Apedale. Good weather and
very cold. On Boxing day warden led a hike into Reeth, then Arkengarthdale to pub at Booze for a quick drink (YHA Archive)

In 1996 the classroom in the western wing was refurbished, bringing it into line with modern expectations.
Funding was provided by the Yorkshire Dales Millennium Trust, the Millennium Commission, the European
Regional Development Fund and YHA to develop facilities and accommodation further in 2000. During these
extensive changes the reception and hostel entrance now swapped places with the members’ kitchen and its
matching window. The hostel entrance door was moved to the right, into the space left by the window in the Pedley
postcard, and the doorway became a window. The self-catering kitchen extreme right became the reception area as
now, and what had been the scullery became the present self-catering kitchen. The space that had been the drying
room was opened up and became the plant room and laundry room, the drying room was moved into most of the
archway toilets, leaving a small toilet under the archway. Behind the catering kitchen is the original smoking room /
music room, which just before 2000 was a staff sitting room in one of its several guises. In 2000 this was changed to a
further classroom (a condition of the funding), with new access added from the reception area. The Salthouse was
converted into guest accommodation. Next to the Salthouse was a garage area, used by the warden, then the
classroom with the big window, plus a smaller classroom next to it. In 2000, the smaller classroom was converted
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into a staff sitting room, swapping roles with the former smoking or music room. Staff bedrooms were relocated at
this time.

A lovely Pedley aerial postcard of Grinton Lodge from the north, showing to advantage the layout of the broken quadrangle,
the valley-roofed double line of buildings to the south and the western arched entrance. It dates probably from about 1995.
The area under the trees on the right towards the road was to become the pioneer location for YHA’s camping pods
(YHA Archive)

During the 2000 alterations overnights were restricted to some 6,000, but the following year, before the changes
could be put to serious use, the North of England was hit especially hard by the Foot and Mouth epidemic. In
consequence, Grinton Lodge’s overnights plummeted to 5,400, in line with the rest of the region. It took a year or so
for things to recover, but the rest of the decade showed remarkable growth. The Salthouse had been remodelled for
YHA rental use, so that small groups, typically of Coast-to-Coast walkers or using Rent-a Hostel, could stay
independently of the main building when large groups were in residence. The author had the pleasure of being
offered this smart new facility as traditional hostel accommodation in March 2004, while the main property was
being used by a school. There were three bedrooms, of six, four and two beds, associated washrooms and a small
kitchen. From 2006 to 2010 inclusive the hostel became a Do It 4 Real Summer Camp site.
Ian and Anna Roe followed on from Valerie & David Lowson in 2007. Ian had come from Keld and Osmotherley
and stayed until 2013. During their time, in 2011, they oversaw another considerable development at Grinton;
while most of the main building ground floor remained as it was, the manager’s and staff accommodation,
traditionally positioned in both the tower and the western wing, was relocated into the Salthouse (converted from
guest rooms), and the rooms vacated adapted for guest use. Additionally, the wardens’ garage became the games
room, and what had been the staff sitting room was converted to campers’ toilets and showers.
The tower was fitted with four prime-site en suite rooms and there was further significant refurbishment of the
hostel ready for reopening on 26th March 2012. The official ceremony had William Hague, the Foreign Secretary
and local MP, as guest. The £647,000 development was funded in part by the Department for Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs (Defra) and the Rural Development Programme for England. Educational and camping facilities
were also developed; the grounds were considerably remodelled, and Grinton became YHA’s first hostel to offer
camping pod accommodation, enabling an expanded capacity. At first these were unfurnnished, but now come with
beds and bedding. There are five pods, two two-bedded and three four-bedded. YHA Grinton re-opened its doors to
the public in June 2012.
In 2014 Chris Howard was appointed as manager. Grinton Lodge has continued to break all its own records. In
2015 the hostel achieved almost 15,000 overnights and in 2016 over 16,000.
Ken Davies was newly appointed as manager in 2017 and Duncan Phipp-MacIntyre in 2019. 2019 was a record year
for overnights, with over 16,500 documented.
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Hostel memories (author’s collection) –
in order: felt badge, 1960s; hostel stamps, 1963 and 1965; cloth badge, 1970s; one-inch pin badge, 1960s

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1934-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb
¶: Marrick Hostel; ∆: Grinton Lodge Hostel
*: 17 month period; +: notional figure included for exclusive hire and/or camping
…

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

…

…

…

…

334¶

1051¶

1000¶

963¶

1129¶

1221¶

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

1037¶

1482¶

1787¶

1713¶

…

…

…

…

696∆

3697∆

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

4720∆

4342∆

4402∆

3874∆

3921∆

3809∆

3723∆

2970∆

3513∆

3519∆

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

3903∆

3983∆

4275∆

4550∆

5033∆

4952∆

3829∆

5594∆

4551∆

4315∆

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

5830∆

5843∆

6336∆

5430∆

5387∆

6881∆

7153∆

6835∆

6269∆

6822∆

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

7207∆

5898∆

5946∆

6803∆

7292∆

6532∆

open∆

7661∆

8386∆

9506∆

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

9560∆

9632∆

10885*∆

8701∆

8024∆

9521∆

9412∆

8918∆

8689∆

8511∆

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

6049∆

5484∆

9537∆

10653∆

11459∆

11096∆

11546∆

11932∆

10469∆

10111∆

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

10016∆

8838∆

10341∆

11474∆

14785+∆ 14908+∆ 16154+∆ 15598+∆ 15630+∆ 16527+∆
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1-2

3-5

6-7
Modern images, Grinton Lodge (photographs by the author, July 2015) –
1: entrance sign, recently recycled from a former teak slab from earlier days in the dining room, and said to be originally
from the shooting lodge office that now serves as the hostel’s small lounge and TV room;
2: three of the five camping pods amongst the trees. This scene was once a mass of bluebells in the spring;
3: the archway looking towards the Leyburn road. This west wing were added some time in the late19th century;
4: the oak door that formed the grand courtyard entrance to the tower, and once the warden’s entrance to private quarters;
5: this interesting outbuilding is the original Game House, beautifully constructed and tiled with three-tier thick slate shelves
on three sides and four massive cube frames for hanging grouse, hung by a pulley system. It is now the cycle store;
6: view along the east side – Reeth is hiding under the tree canopy;
7: the resited main hostel entrance – the new window to the left of it looks strangely out of place with the arch above, though
perhaps not as much as did the original offset door here. The narrow tower provided the chimneys for the two furnaces, and to
the right of it is the door to the humble boiler room. The arch above it suggests that this was once something grander
YHA is indebted to Colin Hinson, Val and Dave Lowson and Ian Roe for much extra information in this profile.
© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive
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